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Robust Pose-Graph SLAM Using Absolute
Orientation Sensing

Saurav Agarwal, Karthikeya S. Parunandi, and Suman Chakravorty

Abstract—It is known that in the simultaneous localization and
mapping (SLAM) problem when a robot’s orientation is known, an
estimation of the history of its poses can be formulated as a standard
linear least squares problem. In this letter, we exploit this property
of SLAM to develop a robust pose-graph SLAM framework that
uses absolute orientation sensing. Our contribution are as follows:
1) we show that absolute orientation can be estimated using local
structural cues; and 2) we develop a method to incorporate abso-
lute orientation measurements in both the front and back-end of
pose-graph SLAM. We also demonstrate our approach through ex-
tensive simulations and a physical real-world demonstration along
with comparisons against existing state-of-the-art solvers that do
not use absolute orientation.

Index Terms—SLAM, localization, mapping, range sensing,
visual-based navigation.

I. INTRODUCTION

I T IS well understood that a difficult problem in mobile robot
autonomy is the challenge of long-term navigation using

only on-board sensors in large GPS-denied environments. An
important practical example are material handling robots that
move goods (boxes, pallets etc.) in large warehouses and dis-
tribution centers. Since installing beacons, markers or guide
cables is expensive, robust, accurate localization and mapping
is necessary for reliable operation. A common technique to
solve the SLAM problem is to use relative pose-graph SLAM.
Pose-graph SLAM uses a two-pronged approach; (i) a front-end
which maintains an estimate of the robot pose using correlative
scan matching [1] or other suitable techniques and computes
data association between current and past observations, and (ii)
a back-end which solves the non-linear optimization to compute
the history of robot poses.

A. Problems With Existing SLAM Solutions

A major caveat of existing SLAM techniques is that to correct
estimation drift they often rely on loop closure, i.e., revisiting
previously seen locations and correctly associating sensor infor-
mation to data previously stored in the map. There are two key
problems that must be noted; (i) loop closure is sensitive to data
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association accuracy, thus wrong data association can lead to
catastrophic failure of the SLAM system as shown in Fig. 1(a),
and (ii) data association reliability is limited by localization ac-
curacy, thus localization drift causes map quality to degrade as
the scale of environment increases.

B. Contributions

We propose a method for robust 2D SLAM that fuses abso-
lute orientation sensing (using cameras that track stable struc-
tural features), with range-scan measurements using a LiDAR.
Realistic simulation studies show that our proposed method
does not fail in mapping whereas existing state-of-the-art
methods fail ≈40%−50% of the times (see Table I). We con-
duct a detailed analysis of the effect of noisy relative orientation
measurements and show that absolute orientation measurements
are critical to achieving robust localization and mapping. We
demonstrate our approach successfully on a physical system in
a real-world setting with a commercially available mobile robot
platform.

Furthermore, through physical experiments we show that ab-
solute orientation information may be robustly sensed in indoor
scenarios by leveraging structural features. For example, in in-
dustrial buildings, the ceiling lighting or corrugation is usually
aligned along one direction. The benefit of this approach can be
clearly seen in Fig. 1.

C. Limitations

For 3D applications, vertical columns or pillars may be used
to infer roll and pitch information however we limit the scope
of this work to 2D planar SLAM. Further, the current physical
application of this work is limited to environments with ceil-
ings that have a Manhattan world structure (grid pattern) which
presents strong structural cues for heading (yaw) information.
For instance, this assumption is satisfied by open ceiling struc-
tures like warehouses, or office buildings that are laid out in
rectangular grids. However, such global orientation information
may not be available in environments like airports which do not
have a fixed direction, might be circular etc. Nonetheless, we
hope that this work recognizes the central importance of global
orientation in SLAM and leads to work that can get such global
orientation information, in a robust fashion, in a wide variety of
environments.

II. RELATED WORK

The first non-linear optimization based approach to solving
the full SLAM problem was introduced by the seminal work of
[4]. Several other works [5]–[8] made important contributions
to the original formulation. The works of [9]–[13] have sought
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Fig. 1. Existing state-of-the-art vs. proposed approach: Figure (a) shows an example of mapping failure for a building with a floor area of 78,240 sq. ft. The
floor plan is based on an HEB grocery store located in College Station, Texas. We used a state-of-the-art front-end [1], [2] and g2o [3] for the back-end. The
solution failed in≈40%−50% of the experiments that were run. Figure (b) shows an example of successful mapping for the same environment. We used our novel
approach which fuses absolute orientation information with a state of the art front-end [1], [2] and our back-end graph solver. This approach succeeded in every
one of the experiments that were run.

TABLE I
COMPARISON OF EXISTING STATE-OF-THE-ART VS. OUR APPROACH. BOTH METHODS USE THE SAME SCAN MATCHING APPROACH. OUR APPROACH SUFFERED

FROM 0 CATASTROPHIC FAILURES

to exploit structural properties of SLAM in order to decouple the
non-linearities induced by orientation. In [9] the authors develop
an incremental SLAM approach that exploits orientation and
position separation in 2D range-scan mapping. The authors in
[14] present a general on-manifold optimization based approach
for the estimation of orientation from noisy relative measure-
ments that are corrupted by outliers. The reader is directed to
[15] for a recent survey on 3D rotation estimation methods. In
[10], the authors present the Linear Approximation for pose
Graph Optimization (LAGO) method for planar relative pose-
graph SLAM that decouples robot orientation and position esti-
mation into two successive linear problems with a key advantage
of reduced risk of convergence to local minima while also pro-
viding a robust initial guess for iterative optimization. In [11]
the authors develop MOLE2D, a multi-hypothesis approach to
global orientation estimation from relative measurements that
does not suffer from local minima even in the case of high noise.
In [13] a method is developed for 2D feature-based SLAM
that separates orientation and position estimation by leveraging
relative feature measurements. In relation to these works, our
current work leverages orientation cues available in the environ-
ment to sense absolute orientation and fuses that information in
the front-end and back-end of a pose-graph SLAM formula-
tion. This work goes a step further in that, instead of estimating
orientation from relative measurements, it leverages absolute
orientation sensing to solve a linearized least squares problem
in the back-end while making the SLAM front-end highly robust
to scan registration errors.

In [16] the authors present an odometry technique that uses
a ceiling facing RGB-D camera (e.g., Microsoft Kinect). The
method of [16] does not disambiguate the principal direction
from perpendicular ceiling lines. Only changes in the princi-

pal direction are used to aid in the ICP-based odometry, thus
the system is still prone to drift but performs better than dead
reckoning and wheel odometry. The closest to our approach is
the Compass-SLAM approach of [17] that utilizes a compass to
get global orientation within an early pose Graph SLAM frame-
work. However, our orientation sensing system is vision based,
and thus, not prone to the errors typical to a compass. We also
analytically show the compounding effect of relative orienta-
tion errors in a SLAM solution and show the relative advantage
with respect to GraphSLAM approaches without orientation
information.

III. PRELIMINARIES AND PROBLEM

Let x = {x0 , . . . ,xn} be a set of n+ 1 poses, describing
the robot position and orientation at each time k. In 2D (pla-
nar) problems, xk = [pTk θk ]

T ∈ SE(2), where pk ∈ R2 is the
position and θk ∈ SO(2) is the heading. Let ξij be a relative
measurement of pose j w.r.t pose i then,

ξij =
[
lΔij = Ri(pj − pi)

δθij = θj − θi

]
(1)

where Ri is the rotation matrix composed by θi . In the general
setting, ξij is corrupted by noise, thus ξ̂ij = ξij + vij , where vij
is assumed to be zero-mean Gaussian. Let lΔ be the vector of
relative position measurements in the local frame at each pose.
If robot orientation θ∗ is known at each pose, then the SLAM
problem simply becomes

wΔ = R(θ∗)T lΔ. (2)
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Algorithm 1: Orientation Estimation from Structural Cues.
1 Input: I,W, b
2 I is the input image
3 l← Extract line features from image I
4 [θ1 , θ2 , . . . , θn ]← Compute orientation of the lines in

local frame of image I
5 h← Create histogram of the orientation data with bins

of width b in range [0, 2π)
6 imax ← Get index of bin with maximum measurements
7 hW ← Extract a window of width W around the bin

imax

8 θc , σ
2
θc
← Compute the weighted mean of observations

in window
9 θc ←Wrap θc in range [0, π)

10 return θc , σ2
θc

;

We know that wΔ = A′p where A′ is a matrix composed
of elements in the set {−1, 0, 1} and p is the vector of robot
positions in the global frame. Thus, when robot orientation θ
is known, the position estimation problem is linear. Moreover,
when unbiased global heading measurements are available, the
problem can be very accurately linearized. This is the key in-
sight that provides our method with high localization accuracy
providing unparalleled robustness in the front-end and enabling
computationally low-cost linear-least squares solution for the
back-end.

IV. METHOD

We now proceed to describe our approach in detail. Our
method comprises three key aspects:

1) Using commonly occurring structural cues to sense abso-
lute orientation of the robot. In an indoor setting, absolute
orientation is measured relative to the building North.

2) Fusing absolute orientation measurements to the SLAM
front-end, i.e., in our case to a scan matching algorithm.

3) Solving a batch optimization problem, to compute global
estimates at loop closure by fusing relative pose measure-
ments and absolute orientation sensing.

The next section deals with the issue of orientation sens-
ing. In Section IV-B we describe how the heading measure-
ments are fused with the front-end in a filtering based scheme.
Section IV-C describes the batch optimization method to solve
for loop closure and finally in Section IV-D a discussion is
presented for our approach.

A. Absolute Orientation Sensing

We seek independent absolute orientation estimates of the
robot heading. In an indoor environment, we may use the rel-
ative heading of the robot w.r.t the building’s fixed North. Our
orientation sensing method works by detecting structural fea-
tures of the environment. In indoor environments such as of-
fices, factories, warehouses etc. the ceiling structure usually has
straight line features that are easy to detect. For example, ceiling
corrugation in most industrial buildings is aligned along one di-
rection which can be detected by a ceiling facing camera. Lines
in the horizontal group may be used to provide heading infor-
mation and vertical lines are quite reliable for deducing roll and
pitch. In this work, we restrict ourselves to tracking horizontal

Fig. 2. The LOGO-SLAM architecture. A flowchart depicting how sensor
data flows and the various computation modules.

line features to determine heading. Algorithm 1 describes the
process of estimating ceiling direction.

Figure 6(c) shows a polar plot of the histogram generated
in Algorithm 1 in one of our simulation runs. Note that line
direction is inherently ambiguous, i.e., it may not be possible
to differentiate North from South (likewise from East to West).
Therefore gyro data is used in the intermediate time between
absolute orientation measurements to propagate the robot head-
ing. Gyros usually provide data at > 100Hz and therefore can
be used to account for the angle wrap-around issue in abso-
lute orientation detection. To estimate the robot heading, initial
heading at time t0 is assumed to be known (usually θ0 = 0).
In the proceeding section, we describe how absolute orientation
measurements are fused in the SLAM front-end.

B. Heading Assisted Front-End

We develop a modified version of the correlative scan match-
ing method of [1] for our front-end. To the scan matching based
front-end we add a Kalman filter after the scan match step.
This Kalman filter fuses relative orientation estimates from scan
matching with absolute orientation estimates to track the robot’s
heading. In the interest of space we omit the Kalman filter equa-
tions as they are well understood and straightforward. However
we add one additional step at the update stage of the Kalman
filter wherein we use an innovation filter as a form of error
checking. This is due to the fact that an erroneous scan match
solution can produce corrupt yet confident (inconsistent) esti-
mate of relative pose transformation. If passed into the back-end,
an inconsistent relative pose estimate can result in egregious lo-
calization and mapping errors. Thus at time tk if the innovation
signal ỹk > ψ, where ψ is a user defined threshold parameter
(set to 30◦ in our experiments), then the scan match is rejected
and the robot relies purely on wheel odometry and gyro to update
its localization estimate at time tk .

C. Backend

Our SLAM back-end uses the graph generated by the front-
end along with absolute orientation data and solves a two step
optimization problem. The first step is the estimation of robot
orientation using the absolute orientation and relative orientation
measurements followed by a second step in which a linearized
least-squares optimization problem is solved for the robot po-
sition. We now proceed to describe both these steps in further
detail.

1) Orientation Estimation: Robot orientation θ ∈ (−π, π],
thus as the robot navigates, the relative orientation measure-
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ments do not provide information about the angle wrap around.
Let δθi,j to be the relative orientation measurement from pose
xi to xj , then δθi,j = φ(θj − θi), where φ is the module op-
erator such that φ(θ) ∈ (−π, π]. Thus the regularized relative
orientation measurement δθ̄ is δθi,j = θj − θi + 2kijπ. Here
kij is the integer ambiguity. In [10], the authors present an inte-
ger ambiguity approximation approach which exploits the fact
that relative orientation measurements over a cycle in the graph
add up to 0. In our approach, since absolute orientation mea-
surements are available, the integer ambiguity can be simply be
calculated as

kij = round((δθi,j − (θ̄j − θ̄i))/2π). (3)

Once the regularization constants are computed, we formu-
late a linear estimation problem by stacking together the abso-
lute orientation measurement vector θ̄ and regularized relative
orientation measurement vector δθ as

β =

[
δθ

θ̄

]
=

[
B′

I

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

B

θ +
[
vδθ
vθ̄

]
, (4)

where vδθ and vθ̄ are zero mean gaussian noise and B’ is a
matrix with each row containing elements of set {−1, 0, +1}.
It can be solved for the global orientation estimate as

θ̂ = (BT R−1
β B)−1BT R−1

β β, (5)

and the estimate error covariance is Σθ = (BT R−1
β B)−1 .

2) Position Estimation: Once a global orientation estimate
θ̂ is computed, we proceed to compute robot position at each
pose. From Eq. (1) we know that a relative pose measurement
from pose xi to xj contains a relative position measurement
Δ as

lΔij = Ri(pj − pi), (6)

where lΔij is the displacement measured in the local frame
of pose xi and pi ,pj are the 2D positions. Abusing notation
slightly, let lΔ̂ ∼ N (lΔ, lRΔ ) be the vector of all local rela-
tive position measurements. The vector of local relative mea-
surements lΔ̂ can be transformed to the global frame similar to
Eq. (2). Thus replacing Ri with R(θ̂i), and using Eq. (2), we
can formulate the linear estimation problem as

w Δ̂ = R̂ lΔ̂ = A′p + wvΔ . (7)

where R̂ = R(θ̂) is the corresponding composition of rotation
matrices parametrized by the estimated heading θ̂, p is the
vector of robot positions, A′ is a matrix with each row contain-
ing elements of the set {−1, 0,+1} and wvΔ ∼ N (0, wRΔ =
CT lRΔC) is the noise vector.

In Section IV-C1, we have shown that global heading esti-
mates comprise both absolute and relative measurements, thus
heading estimates are correlated. Solving Eq. (7) directly would
result in an erroneous estimate as the correlations have not been
accounted for yet. Now we proceed to describe how to setup
the position estimation problem while correctly incorporating
the appropriate error covariances similar to the trick employed
in [10], [13]. After computing the orientation estimates θ̂ along
with the transformed global relative position measurements we
stack them to give us a new measurement vector γ. Then we

have

γ = hw (lΔ,θ) + vw =

[
R̂ lΔ̂

θ̂

]
=

[
A′ 0
0 I

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

A

[
p
θ

]

+
[wvΔ

vθ

]
. (8)

The error covariance Rγ of measurement vector γ is then
given by,

Rγ = ∇̄hw

[
lRΔ 0
0 Σθ

]
∇̄T hw (9)

where ∇̄hw is the Jacobian of measurement function hw Eq. (8).
Finally, the solution to the linear estimation problem of Eq. (8)
is given by [

p∗

θ∗

]
= (AT R−1

γ A)−1AT R−1
γ γ. (10)

Note that Eq. (10) involves the inversion of a large sparse ma-
trix Rγ which may not be suitable for implementation due to
complexity and potential numerical issues. However, this inver-
sion is easily avoided by analytically computing the information
matrix Ωγ = R−1

γ using block-matrix inversion rules.

D. Analysis

Small errors in relative orientation estimates add up over time
to create rapid growth in position error when unchecked with
absolute orientation measurements. This problem arises due to
the non-linear nature (trigonometric functions) of orientation.
We now proceed to first present an analysis of growth in position
error due to noisy relative orientation measurements followed
by a discussion of the accuracy of orientation estimation itself.

Let x0 = [0, 0, 0]T be the pose of the robot at time t0 which is
known. Let lΔij be the local relative position measurement and
δθ̂ij to be the relative orientation measurement between poses
xi and xj . At each relative orientation measurement, let δθ̃ij be
a small error, hence δθ̂ij = δθij + δθ̃ij .

Then, 2D position pn of pose xn is given by, pn = x0 +∑n−1
i=0

wΔi,i+1 .
The above equation can be written in terms of the local relative

pose transformations as

pn = x0 +
n∑

k=1

[(
i=k−2∏
i=0

R(δθi,i+1)

)
lΔk−1,k

]
. (11)

1) Noisy Relative Orientation Measurements: We proceed
to analyze the case when only relative orientation measure-
ments are noisy. For clarity of presentation and without loss of
generality; (i) we drop the pose subscript and use the fact that x0
is the origin, (ii) we assume that relative rotation at each step for
the true motion of the robot is fixed, thus we fix R(δθi,i+1)) as
R(δθ)) and (iii) the relative linear displacement lΔn−1,n is fixed
to Δ and is known perfectly. Then using Eq. (11) we have pn =∑n

k=1(R(δθ))k−1Δ. Assuming that the only measurement er-
ror is in the relative orientation information, the error ep at
pose xn is epn =

∑n
k=1((R(δθ)R(δθ̃))k−1 − (R(δθ))k−1)Δ.

Setting R(δθ) = I without loss of generality, we have
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Fig. 3. Numerical results for analysis in Section IV-D for 50 Monte Carlo
simulations with only relative orientation measurement noise. The figure depicts

average terminal position error with
√
trace(V ar(ep )) bounds for heading

noise σδ θ̃ = 0.05◦. The trajectory length was varied from 1 m to 100 km. Note

that at 100 km the
√
trace(V ar(ep )) bound is ≈30 km which is 30% of the

distance traveled.

epn =
∑n

k=1((R(δθ̃))k−1 − I)Δ. Assuming small noise, i.e.,
small δθ̃, and using cos(δθ̃) ≈ 1, sin(δθ̃) ≈ δθ̃, we get

epn =
n∑

k=1

[
0 −(k − 1)δθ̃

(k − 1)δθ̃ 0

]
Δ. (12)

Setting Δ = [1, 1]T , and using the fact that sum of firstn natural
numbers is n(n+ 1)/2, we get

epn =

[
− (n−1)(n−2)

2 δθ̃

(n−1)(n−2)
2 δθ̃

]
Δ. (13)

Thus the error in position grows quadratically as the robot
moves, Fig. 3 confirms this with empirical results. For Δ =
[1, 1]T , Fig. 3 shows the variation in terminal position error as
the trajectory length is increased from 1m to 100km for a small
heading error standard deviation of 0.05◦. We draw attention to
the fact that position error grows super-linearly (quadratic) as
the robot moves. Thus, if heading estimates are not fixed with
accurate global measurements, the SLAM-front end is bound to
drift such that it may not be able to detect loop closure.

2) Noisy Relative Position Measurements: We proceed to
analyze the case when only relative position measurements
are noisy. Using Eq. (11) and for clarity of presentation and
without loss of generality; (i) we drop the pose subscript and
use the fact that x0 is the origin, (ii) we assume that rel-
ative rotation at each step for the true motion of the robot
is perfectly known thus we fix R(δθi,i+1) as R(δθ) = I .
Then we have pn =

∑n
k=1 Δk−1,k . With noisy measurements

we have p̂n =
∑n

k=1(Δk−1,k + Δ̃k−1,k ), where Δ̃k−1,k is
the zero-mean Gaussian noise in relative position measure-
ments. The position estimation error ep at the n-th pose is
en =

∑n
k=1(Δ̃k−1,k ). Setting Δ̃k−1,k = Δ̃, we can re-write

en = nΔ̃. Thus the error in position grows linearly as the robot
moves. We contrast this with the case where we have only rela-
tive orientation noise wherein position error grows quadratically.

Fig. 4. Numerical results for analysis in Section IV-D for 50 Monte Carlo
simulations with only relative position measurement noise. The figure depicts

average terminal position error with
√
trace(V ar(ep )) bounds for translation

noise σΔ̃ x
= σΔ̃ y

= 1 m. The trajectory length was varied from 1m to 100 km.

Note that at 100 km the
√
trace(V ar(ep )) bound is ≈500 m which is 0.5%

of the distance traveled.

Figure 4 shows the variation in terminal position error as
the trajectory length is increased from 1m to 100 km for a
relatively high relative position error (standard deviation of po-
sition error is 1m which is equivalent one-step motion of the
robot). We draw attention to the fact that position error growth
is linear with noisy relative position measurements whereas it
is quadratic with noisy relative orientation measurements. Note
that the

√
trace(V ar(ep)) bound is 0.5% of the distance trav-

eled at 100km whereas with small relative orientation noise of
0.05◦ the same bound is ≈30% of the distance moved. This
clearly indicates that; (i) the cumulative effect of small devia-
tions in relative orientation measurements results in unreliable
localization and (ii) localization uncertainty has the capability to
render data-associations for global loop closure detection quite
unreliable.

We can see from the simple analysis above that position error
grows linearly in the distance moved and there is no (quadratic)
compounding of error due to orientation if absolute orientation
measurements are available.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

We tested our approach in multiple high fidelity simulations.
To simulate a realistic scenario we obtained the floor plan for a
large local HEB grocery store with a 78,000 square feet footprint
with a 36 foot high ceiling in College Station, Texas. Using the
floor plan we constructed a virtual store environment in 3D and
drove a turtlebot equipped with a 2D Lidar, gyro, wheel encoders
and a ceiling facing camera (orientation sensing) using Gazebo
in ROS. Figure 5(a) shows a virtual turtlebot operation in the
simulated environment. To generate the simulation results, we
created a series of waypoints through the building which the
robot must follow during each Monte Carlo run.

A. Heading Estimation

Figure 5(b) shows pictures taken at the real-world facil-
ity. The ceiling has distinctly visible corrugation patterns and
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Fig. 5. (a) An instance of a virtual turtlebot operating in the simulated en-
vironment. (b) The ceiling of the actual physical grocery store on which the
virtual environment was modeled.

Fig. 6. The ceiling direction estimation process for an image captured from
the ceiling camera in the simulation study. (a) shows a view of the ceiling in
the simulated grocery store model. In (b) we see results of the line detection
algorithm (red) and the calculated ceiling direction (green). In (c) the ceiling
direction measurements are plotted on polar histogram. (d) shows the zoomed-in
histogram at the plot.

structured light fixtures. The ceiling texture of the virtual gro-
cery store replicates the corrugation pattern observed in the
physical building. A ceiling facing camera is used to detect line
features arising from the corrugated roofing. We use the head-
ing estimation method as described in Section IV-A. Figure 6
shows images of the simulated ceiling and a polar plot of the
ceiling direction histogram. We use a bin size b = 0.1◦ for the
histogram operation described in Section IV-A. It may be noted
here that the lightning in the simulation is uniform, whereas the
light sources in the actual store are discretely located from each
other.

B. Mapping and Localization

Table I shows the RMS localization error for a total of 200
runs with two different LiDAR ranges of 20m and 30 m. With our
approach the average RMS position error was 1 order of mag-
nitude smaller than the standard pose-graph SLAM approach.
The results in Table I show that while the standard approach
suffered a catastrophic failure ≈40%−50% of the times our
approach never resulted in a failure. Fig. 1 shows a compar-
ison of maps created for 1 particular run. As can be seen from
these results, the proposed approach constitutes a significant ro-
bustness improvement in mapping over the current state of the

Fig. 7. Simulation results for one experiment with 30m range. The figure
shows mapping failure as a result of faulty loop closure detection.

Fig. 8. (a) Side-view of the physical robot used in real-world warehouse exper-
iment. (b) Robot’s view from its forward facing camera. The ceiling has clearly
visible lighting fixtures which are used as orientation information sources.

art. Figure 7 shows mapping failure and localization error for
one simulation run with existing state-of-the-art methods. The
scan matching algorithm detects an incorrect loop closure due to
drift in localization which corrupts the map and the localization
diverges rapidly from the ground truth. Such errors are a com-
monly occurring reason for mapping failure in scan matching
based techniques.

VI. PHYSICAL EXPERIMENT RESULTS

We conducted physical experiments with a retrofitted turtle-
bot to demonstrate the reliability of our mapping algorithm in a
warehouse, which is a commonly occurring industrial robotics
environment. The facility used was Texas A&M University’s
Surplus warehouse located at 957 Agronomy Rd, College Sta-
tion, Texas. The facility has a total floor area of 66,000 sq. ft.
The building measures 95 m× 64 m and is a dynamic environ-
ment with constantly moving people, vehicles (vans, forklifts
etc.) and goods.

A. Robot Setup

The robot used in our experiments is shown in Fig. 8(a). It
is equipped with easily available low-cost commercial sensors
including; (i) a 360◦ LiDAR (RP Lidar) with a range of 5 m, (ii)
a monocular ceiling facing camera (Pt Grey Chameleon) is used,
the camera runs at 30 Hz, with an image resolution of 640× 480
and fields of view being 77.8 and 62.25 degrees along its x and y
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Fig. 9. View of the ceiling from the upward facing camera mounted on our
platform. The orientation sensing system uses straight line light fixtures to detect
line features and find the principal direction of the ceiling in the image frame.

axes respectively, (iii) a MEMS IMU, of which only the yaw rate
gyro is used and (iv) a commercial off-the-shelf laptop (Core-i7
2.4 GHz, 12 GB RAM). The objective with this robot setup was
to show that we are able to achieve highly reliable mapping using
low-cost commercial sensors for large scale environments. We
drove the robot around the facility and used ROS bags to store
the data. The data was then post-processed using our approach
and state-of-the-art. Thus identical sensor data was used for both
estimates.

B. Heading Estimation

An initial survey of the warehouse facility revealed that the
ceiling was equipped with rectangular light fixtures at regular in-
tervals which we decided to leverage for orientation estimation.
For the purposes of our experiment, we threshold the ceiling
image such that we get a binary image, thus only ceiling lights
appear as rectangular bright spots while rest of the image ap-
pears black. After thresholding we follow the process described
in Algorithm 1. Fig. 9 shows the ceiling camera’s view and the
thresholded binary image along with heading detection. Heading
estimates were computed at 30 Hz. We use a bin size b = 0.1◦
for the histogram operation described in Section IV-A.

1) Orientation Estimation Accuracy: Assuming no inherent
bias, heading accuracy is dependent on the number of feature
measurements available from the ceiling. More measurements
result in better estimation (Law of Large Numbers), this can
be seen in the contrast of the polar plots (Fig. 6(c)) for the
simulation where we observed ≈ 1000 features in the heaviest
bin vs. the real-world experiment (Fig. 9(c)) where we observed
2 features in the heaviest bin. In the simulation we are able
to achieve orientation estimation with a standard deviation of
≈< 0.1◦ whereas for the real-world case the number is ≈0.5◦.
As an example, when the simulated ceiling height was lowered to
18 feet, the number of measurements drops to≈100 as opposed
to ≈1000 available when the ceiling is at a height of 36 feet.
This has the direct effect of reducing the accuracy of heading
measurements.

C. Mapping

Fig. 10 shows mapping results for the physical experiment.
Fig. 10(a) shows the online map as computed by the standard
correlative scan matching based SLAM approach. The map suf-
fers a catastrophic failure characterized by a twist in the esti-
mated geometry of the environment. Fig. 10(b) shows the map
as estimated by our approach. Our map is globally consistent

Fig. 10. Mapping results for physical warehouse experiment. (a) Incorrectly
estimated map with a standard SLAM approach using correlative scan matching
in the front-end and G2O in the back-end. (b) Estimated map with our approach.

and does not suffer major twisting whereas the map estimated
with the state-of-the-art approach is bent out of shape and un-
usable for navigation in its current form. A key difference that
may be noted is; the edges of environment geometry without
using orientation appear sharper (Fig. 10(a)) in contrast to the
geometry as estimated when absolute orientation sensing is used
(Fig. 10(b)). Heading estimation noise is the driving factor be-
hind this local map smudging. Thus higher accuracy in heading
estimation should eliminate this issue. We note that in simula-
tions this issue is not observed as heading estimation is more
accurate (see Section VI-B1).

VII. CONCLUSIONS

Our method is the first of its kind to fuse absolute orienta-
tion sensing in a 2D pose-graph formulation. Through a detailed
analysis we showed when relative orientation noise is present,
position error grows quadratically in the distance moved. With
large localization error bounds one cannot reasonably expect de-
tecting accurate loop closures. Through extensive simulations
we have shown that our approach is an order of magnitude
more accurate and never fails in testing whereas existing map-
ping methods fail ≈40%− 50% of the times. Further, we con-
firmed the robustness of our approach in a physical experiment
wherein we mapped a warehouse facility and showed that a
regular scan matching approach fails to estimate a consistent
map. A key limitation to our current approach is the reliance
on structural cues, e.g., straight lines to provide orientation in-
formation. In environments which lack distinct heading cues
such as airports which can often have large curved atria this ap-
proach may not be feasible. An important aspect of future work
is to transfer these concepts to various other environment types
which may require novel solutions to the orientation estimation
problem.
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